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When asked what I knew about Lens I suggested it was
on the end of a camera. This was probably not the
appropriate tone for such an elegant building.
Winemaker Madeleine Gay, herself a painter, and
Christophe Flubacher, the foundation’s conservator,
presented a tasting session connecting paintings and wine.
Flubacher showed images and then Gay presented a wine
she believed matched the sentiments of the artwork.
Before the tasting we broke into two groups – one
speaking English and the other French – to tour the
foundation’s first summer exhibition, called Surrealism and
non-Western art: A family resemblance. Christophe
Flubacher said the foundation desired to open a dialogue
“between Western art and non-European cultures”. It has
plans to tour this exhibition worldwide from December
2014.
One floor contained a collection of ‘primitive’ art that
early 20th-century western artists collected. The other floor
housed paintings and sculptures by the greats of the
Surrealist movement, on loan from major museums. The
foundation stressed that it did not own art works, but
borrowed them. Flubacher said the Surrealists “drew on
the treasures of non-western art within slavish imitation”.
Our English-speaking guide Sandra van den Berg,
originally from the Netherlands, said the Surrealists were
deeply shocked by the horrors of World War One that
swept away western values. They wanted to create a new
form of art that came from deep within themselves,
influenced by the then new ideas of psychology, led by
SandraFreud.
suggested this had parallels with the rebirth of
Sigmund
the Swiss wine industry in the 1930s, where winemakers
sought inspiration from the ‘roots’ of indigenous grape
varieties.
She translated the lecture about the paintings while
local wine writer Ellen Wallace, who launched her book
Wineglorious: Switzerland’s wondrous world of wines the
day before, translated the wine discussion.
The tasting perhaps reflected the Surrealist manifesto
that André Breton created: “the eye exists in its primitive
state” is a rough translation of a French phrase on the wall
of the art centre.
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The slopes
stayed
steep, at
Clos de
Tsampéhro.
Photo by
Christos
Ioannou.
At times we perhaps lost something in translation,
trying to find correlations between art and wine. But the
wines were certainly not primitive; indeed, several were
elegant.
André Breton, a complex man who appreciated
nuances, would have appreciated these wines. The man
who said “it is just [a] short step from an Eskimo duck
mask to a Surrealist object” would also have enjoyed the
transition of the flight of wines from elegant and zippy
Fendant to a red-fruity and complex Pinot and on to an
almost-black Merlot that smelled like Tarmac and tasted
like a ripe carmenère. All were delicious.
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Saturday 6th September continued:
Christos Ioannou at Cave la Romaine/Clos de
Tsampéhro
The first vintage of Clos de Tsampéhro was in 2011 and yet
the project’s genesis could be claimed to be 20 years earlier
when two of the four founders, Joel Briguet and Christian
Gellerstad, met doing their military service in 1988.
They lost touch and became reacquainted in 2006
when Joel was already an acclaimed winemaker at Cave
la Romaine. Two other partners, Vincent Tenud and
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Emmanuel Charpin, joined forces and the wheels were set
in motion…
Compromise is not a word that has any place in the
philosophy of Clos de Tsampéhro. In the vineyard this
meant sourcing the very best stock from nurseries and
planting on steep slopes at a density of 10,000 vines per
hectare on a single three-hectare site at an average altitude
of 600 metres.
Ten different varieties have been planted, a mixture
of French and local ones including Rèze, Completer and
Cornalin. All work in the vineyard follows organic principles
though helicopters from local company Air Glacier are
employed to spray very low levels of SO2 in cows’ milk!
The land is just too steep to do this by hand.
In the winery, which was built in 2012, there are stateof-the-art 1000 litre wood fermenters with heating and
cooling systems sourced from four different coopers, as
well as 85 new French barriques (with plans for another 75).
The barrels sit on a cradle with rollers which allows
them to be rotated by one person when mixing the wine
with the lees, which is done weekly.
Christian pointed out that many Swiss wines are mono
varietals, but at Clos Tsampéhro they aim to produce
only blends as long as a local varietal forms the majority.
The wines are made for laying down and to improve
with age, but above all they are designed, in Christian’s
words, to “generate emotion, provide energy and give
pleasure’”.
We tasted the Blanche 2011, a blend of 70% Heida
aka Savagnin Blanc and 30% Rèze; the Rouge, a blend of
Cornalin 45%, Merlot 30%, and Cab Sauv and Cab Franc
25% combined; and my favourite the Brut, with three years of
lees ageing, from a blend of Petite Arvine 20%, Chardonnay
35% and Pinot Noir 45% which gave a fine lemony, biscuit,
leesy nose and a palate with finesse, elegance, perfect
balance and a long finish.
From the outset Clos Tsampéhro has aimed to make wine
at the highest level and the fact that the wines can already
be found in the best restaurants in Switzerland shows that
the partners have already achieved this goal.
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Sunday 7th September: Quentin Sadler suffers
the journey to Ticino but enjoys its results at
Gialdi Brivio
What a day it had been, four changes of train had taken us
– with very different levels of comfort and mixed availability
of seats and luggage space – from Sierre in Frenchspeaking Valais, over to Ticino in Italian-speaking
We eventually arrived in Lugano with enough time for
Switzerland.
lunch and a chance to pull ourselves together before
heading off for our first visit in this very different part of the
country.
Being culturally Italian, wine has of course been made
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